ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 17 September 2015

NEWCO2FUELS GLOBAL RECOGNITION AND
COMMERCIALISATION PROGRESS
 Nominated for 2015 World Technology Network Award
 Selected for global exhibition on innovative technology
 Participation at the World Science Conference
 Finalising the design of NCF’s reactor and pilot
 Progress towards pilot plant installation
Greenearth Energy Ltd (ASX: GER) (Greenearth) is pleased to provide the following updates
from NewCO2Fuels (“NCF”), outlining recent progress towards commercialisation of its
unique CO2-to-fuels technology.
2015 World Technology Network Award nomination
NCF has again been nominated in 2015 for the World Technology Award (WTN) in the
corporate energy category. NCF previously won the 2014 WTN award in the energy
category, which Tesla Motors won in the same category in 2013. NCF joins a prestigious list
of past winners including 3M, Amazon, Apple, Dow Chemical Company, Facebook, Google,
Honda, IBM, Qualcomm, Skype, Toyota, The Weizmann Institute of Science and YouTube.
Being renominated for a second successive year is another great honour for NCF and
reinforces the global scientific community’s positive perception of NCF’s ground breaking
technology and its success in developing a clean, sustainable and financially viable product.
Selected by Israeli Government for global exhibition on innovative technology
The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs is launching a campaign to promote the innovation of
Israeli technologies and capabilities to the world. NCF has been selected to establish an
innovation exhibition that will tour the world over the coming year. The initial event
commences in China in October, where the exhibition will be attended by senior Chinese
government officials. The exhibition will then be presented at the United Nations during
November 2015 and then at the United Nations Climate conference in Paris (otherwise
known as “Paris 2015” – for further information refer to http://www.cop21.gouv.fr/en). The
exhibit will visit various other countries and official representative entities around the world
during 2016.

World Science Conference and audiences with Nobel Laureates
The World Science Conference was held in Israel in August 2015, where fifteen Nobel
Laureates and 400 scientists from 71 countries were assembled. As part of the conference,
NCF presented its technology to the general assembly, being one of eight companies chosen
to showcase the business potential of technologies originating from Israeli universities and
research institutions.
As a result of NCF’s presentation, NCF met privately with Nobel Laureate and Former U.S.
secretary of Energy, Prof. Steven Chu and presented NCF’s technology, which was well
received.
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Finalising the design of NCF’s reactor and pilot
The NCF engineering team progressed the design and development of NCF’s first large
scale pilot plant, composing two commercial reaction units able to convert ~160 tons per year
of carbon dioxide into fuel and oxygen. This pilot plant, containing multiple disassociating
membranes, will have a CO2 processing capacity equivalent to the CO2 absorption capacity
of around 6,000 mature trees, or three square kilometres of ocean surface.
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Progress towards pilot plant installation
NCF is in final discussions with a large corporation to install and test its first large scale CO2
reduction pilot plant at an industrial site. For this pilot, NCF’s reactors will utilise CO2 emitted
and captured from a large industrial coal driven plant and convert the CO2 into a useful
energy source. NCF’s technology is able to use either waste heat captured from industry or
concentrated solar energy.
This pilot is in addition to the MoU entered into in 2014 with one of the world’s largest steel
manufacturers to explore the opportunity to utilise excess heat from the steel industry to
produce fuel via another pilot plant in Belgium.
Commissioning the first large scale pilot plant will be the most significant milestone to date
for the commercialisation of NCF’s technology.
Managing Director of Greenearth Energy, Samuel Marks, said; "NCF continues to
achieve remarkable global recognition for its technology and innovation: nominated a second
time for the World Technology Network Award; and chosen as one of the top Israeli
Innovation technologies to exhibit at the UN’s Paris 2015 Climate Change Conference.
“In recent months NCF has experienced a remarkable growth in inquiries from companies
around the globe; Europe, China, the US and South East Asia, all looking for solutions to
address their CO2 emissions. The fact that NCF products will not only significantly reduce
their emissions, but will at the same time generate revenues is being found to be very
attractive.
“NCF’s current commercialisation focus continues to be implementing a commercially viable
operating plant and we are excited by the potential to establish a pilot plant at an existing
industrial facility. Such an installation will demonstrate clear progression towards near-term
commercialisation of the technology.”

Samuel Marks
Managing Director
Greenearth Energy Limited
Please direct all enquiries to Samuel Marks, Managing Director, telephone 03 9620 7299.

About Greenearth Energy Limited
Greenearth Energy Limited is a diversified Australian-based industrial group providing
technology solutions to the global industrial efficiency and CO2-to-fuel conversion markets.
Greenearth Energy Ltd - http://www.greenearthenergy.com.au
About NewCO2Fuels
In June 2014, Greenearth Energy Ltd (Greenearth) finalised the details of its investment in
NewCo2Fuels Israel (NCF) to 33.33 percent. Under this agreement, Greenearth has
commenced payments to NCF, with the remainder of the USD$3m investment now due by
15 October 2015. The investment is subject to partial claw-back by NCF should less than
USD$3m be ultimately invested by Greenearth. The maximum possible claw-back would
result in the Group retaining an interest of 24.00% instead of 33.33%.
NewCO2Fuels (NCF) is an Israeli company which was formed in 2011 by a group of
scientists and entrepreneurs with the support of Greenearth Energy Ltd and the Erdi Group.
NCF is developing and commercialising an innovative system to profitably produce fuels from
CO2 and water, using renewable high temperature heat from solar or waste heat from
industry. The system is based on a technology developed at the Weizmann Institute of
Science and exclusively licensed to NCF.
Review video at the attached link for further information http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vH-YZdqB_SE
NewCO2 Fuels Website - http://newco2fuels.co.il/

